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SOLVING RESIDUES IN MEKEO GRAMMAR ESSENTIALS 

This section clarifies some unsolved problems that were noted in the Mekeo Grammar 
Essentials. These mainly revolve around the status of the phoneme /g/. This phoneme is 
intimately involved in some other phonological processes. Much of the following information 
is adapted from the Mekeo Phonology Essentials. The primary emphasis in this paper is 
mainly on the Subject Mode Prefixes and the Genitive Suffixes occurring on post-positions. 

Verb Mode Paradigm1  
 
lao 
'go' 
 

realis  
'I went or I go' 
 
[O+ Person] 

Non-intentional 
Definite Irr.   
'I will go' 
[a + g + P] NIDI 

Non-intentional 
Indefinite Irr. 
'I might go' 
[a + f + P] NIII 

Indefinite Remote Irr 
'I should go' 
 
[f  + P] IRI 

1s la- lao a-la- lao a-f-a- lao f-a- lao 
2s lo- lao a-lo- lao a-f-o- lao f-o- lao 
3s  e- lao a-e- lao a-f-e- lao f-e- lao 
1p/i  a- lao a-g-a- lao a-f-a- lao f-a- lao 
1p/e  a- lao a-g-a- lao a-f-a- lao f-a- lao 
2p  o- lao a-g-o- lao a-f-o- lao f-o- lao 
3p ke- lao a- -ke- lao a-fe-ke- lao fe-ke- lao 
 Negative realis 

'do not or did 
not go'  
[al + Person] 
NR 

Non-intentional 
Indefinite 
negative irrealis  
'will not go' 
NINI 
[a + f + al + P] 

Indefinite negative 
irrealis 
'should not go' 
[f + al + P] INI 

Immediate Irrealis 
‘should go’ 
[m + P] or  
[am + P]2  IIR 
 

1s al-a- lao a-f-al-a- lao f-al-a- lao m-a- lao 
2s al-o- lao a-f-ol-o- lao f-ol-o- lao m-o- lao 
3s a-e- lao a-f-a-e- lao f-a-e- lao ga- lao 
1p/i al-a- lao a-f-al-a- lao f-al-a- lao am-a- lao 
1p/e al-a- lao a-f-al-a- lao f-al-a- lao am-a- lao 
2p al-o- lao a-f-ol-o- lao f-ol-o- lao am-o- lao 
3p a-ke- lao a-f-a-ke- lao f-a-ke- lao ke-ga- lao 
 
The above paradigm exhibits the following phonological processes.  

                                                      
1 The labels of the verb mode prefixes here are a little different from the ones in the Mekeo Grammar Essential 

paper. Actually we redefined these terms here because of the phonological reasons which are described in the 
following sections.  

2 See the morphophonemic section 5.6 in the Mekeo Phonology Essentials.  
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1. Consonant Deletion (CD) 
 
Consider the following two paradigms.    
 

(1) a) ['ekafo’o] 's/he is silly' ['fekafo’o] 's/he should be silly' 
 b) ['lakafo’o] 'I am silly' ['fakafo’o] 'I should be silly' 
 c) ['lokafo’o] 'you(sg) are silly'' ['fokafo’o] 'you(sg) should be 

silly' 
 d) ['akafo’o] 'we(i/e) are silly' ['fakafo’o] 'we(i/e) should be silly' 
 e) ['okafo’o] 'you(pl) are silly' ['fokafo’o] 'you(pl) should be silly'

 

The data from a) to d) in the first column illustrate Realis forms and the data in the third 
one illustrate Indefinite Irrealis ones. We can see that while the Realis has no Mode Marker, 
the Indefinite Irrealis has /f-/ in front of the person markers. And we can see that the root for 
'be silly' is /kafo’o/ in all the forms while 'I' is /la- ~ a-/, 'you(sg) is /lo- ~ o-/, 's/he' is /e-/, 
'we(i/e)' is /a-/, and 'you(pl)' is /o/. Regarding the forms in b) and c), we can see that there is 
an alternation between /la ~ a/ 'I' and /lo ~ o/ 'you(sg)' with the /l/ dropping before /f/. One 
way to explain this deletion is to propose a strength hierarchy for consonants in Mekeo.  

Hyman (1975:164) states that “a consonant is subject to strengthening and weakening 
process relative to its position within syllables and words.” One of the criteria for defining 
strong and weak segments is that stronger segments or segment types are more resistant to 
weakening processes (Ibid: 166). Hooper (1976: 205-206) proposes the following universal 
strength hierarchy: 
      
                                     voiced        voiceless             voiceless 
glides   liquids  nasals  continuant continuant  voiced stop         stop           
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------->GREATER 
STRENGTH 
    1         2         3             4                   5                      6    7 
 
The Mekeo language accords with this hierarchy, since [l] is deleted rather than [f] when the 
two occur together in a consonant cluster.  So in consonant clusters occurring at morpheme 
boundaries one consonant is dropped if it is weaker on Mekeo consonant strength scale. The 
first look at the Mekeo strength hierarchy is : 
 
  liquid  fricative 
     l       f 
      --------------------------------------------> 
 
 We can formulate this consonant deletion rule as follows:  
 

Consonant Deletion Rule (CD) 
 
  C[+son] --------> O % C 
 [α strength]   [> α strength] 
 
 where % means “contiguous to” 
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Sample derivations:  
 

 /f + la + malele/  /f + lo + pijau/ /f + e + pinauga] 
CD  f  + a + malele  f +  o  +pijau]        -------- 
 ['famalele] ['fopijau] [‘fepinauga] 
 'I should learn' 'you(sg) should run' 's/he should work' 

 
More examples of  the operation of this process of Consonant Deletion Rule are given in (2).    
 
(2) a) [afa'kafo’o] 'I might be silly' [alaka'fo’o] 'I shall be silly' 
 b) [afo'kafo’o] 'you(sg) be silly' [aloka'fo’o] 'you(sg) shall be silly' 
 c) [afa'kafo’o] 'we(i/e) are silly' [agaka'fo’o] 'we(i/e) shall be silly' 
 d) [afo'kafo’o] 'you(pl) are 

silly' 
[agoka'fo’o] 'you(pl) will be silly' 

 

The first column is Non-Intentional Indefinite Irrealis and the third one is Non-Intentional 
Definite Irrealis. Comparing the first column of (2) with the third column, we can see that /a-/ 
is the Non-Intentional Mode Prefix which is affixed to Indefinite Irrealis Mode prefix /f-/ and 
that the third column exhibits affixation combining /a-/ with /g-/ 'Certain Future Irrealis 
Marker. However, in these examples Mekeo does not appear to follow the universal 
consonant  strength hierarchy proposed by Hooper. In the affixation process of Non-
Intentional Irrealis, the velar nasal /g/ behaves as if it is weaker than the liquid /l/.  

Based on the preceding examples, we can summarize the Mekeo consonant strength 
hierarchy as follows:  
 
   velar nasal     liquid          fricative  stop 
        
          1                  2                    3   4 

      ---------------------------------------------------------------> 
           g         l                     f                 k 
                                                             
 
Sample derivations: 
 

 /a + g + la + ma¯i’i/ /a + g + lo + apolo/ /a + g  + a + apepe/ 
CD  a +       la + ma¯iíi]  a +    + lo + apolo]   ------------------ 
 [alama'¯iíi] [aloa'polo] [agaa'pepe] 
 'I shall be afraid' 'you(sg) will be lazy' 'we (i/e) shall cry' 
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2.  Vowel Insertion (VI) 
 

Now consider the following examples: 
 

(3) a) ['feopopo] 's/he should worry' [fe'keopopo] 'they should worry' 
 b) ['fepe¯ijo] 's/he should give 

you(sg) 
[fe'kepe¯ijo] 'they should give 

you(sg) 
 c) ['fekogopa] 's/he should 

swallow it' 
[fe'kekogopa] 'they should 

swallow it' 
 

(4) a) [afe'opopo] 's/he might worry' [afe'keopopo] 'they might worry' 
 b) [afepe'¯ijo] 's/he might give 

you(sg) 
[afe'kepe¯ijo] 'they might give 

you(sg) 
 c) [afeko'gopa] 's/he might 

swallow it' 
[afe'kekogopa] 'they might 

swallow it' 
 

The examples in (3) are all forms having the Indefinite Irrealis Marker /f-/ combined with 
the 3rd person singular marker /e-/. And the forms in (4) show the Non-Intentional Marker /a-
/ added to the Indefinite Irrealis /f-/ before the third person marker /ke-/. Note from the third 
column, however, that here when consonant clusters occur, a vowel insertion occurs rather 
than consonant deletion. Since the consonant deletion rule is only formulated to apply to 
[+sonorant] segments, it does not apply when both consonants are [-sonorant]. The vowel 
insertion rule then applies to break up this consonant cluster. In accordance with Hooper 
(1976: 236), this vowel (V) is a copy of the following vowel.3 This process can be formulated 
as follows:  

 
 
Vowel Insertion Rule (VI) 
                 
    O ---------> Vα / C[-sonorant]  ___ C2 [-sonorant]Vα 

 
 
 
Sample derivations: 
 

 /f + ke + painao/ /a + f + ke + afia/ /f + al + ke + pogu/ /f + e + feu/ 
CD ---------  f + a   +ke + pogu] ------- 
VI fe + ke + painao a + fe + ke + afia  ------- 
 [fe'kepainao] [afe'keafia] [fa'kepogu] ['fefeu] 
 'they should 

steal' 
'they might take 
it' 

'they should not be 
full' 

's/he should 
sleep' 

 
                                                      
3 Hooper claimed 'that all V's that are inserted or deleted in purely phonetic environments are predictable on the 

basis of two universal principles: The epethetic V must always be the minimal V or a V whose features are 
copied from a nearby segment; usually this V is identical to a nearby V, although in some cases surrounding C's 
have an effect. ' (Hooper, ibid, p. 236)  
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Now consider the Immediate Irrealis mode.  
 

  /ifi/ 'sing' /pi'nauga/ 'work'  
(5) a) ['maifi] [mapi'nauga] 'I should' 
 b) ['moifi] [mopi'nauga] 'you(sg) should' 
 c) ['gaifi] [gapi'nauga] 's/he should' 
 d) [a'maifi] [amapi'nauga] 'we(in/ex) should' 
 e) [a'moifi] [amopi'nauga] 'you(pl) should' 
 f) [ke'gaifi] [kegapi'nauga] 'they should' 

There are two possible phonological ways of analyzing this paradigm. However, neither 
of them is very persuasive. This Immediate Irrealis form simply seems to be somewhat 
irregular.  

The first way is that /m/ is the 'Immediate Irrealis marker' and it is followed by person 
markers, /la/  'I', /lo/ 'you(sg)', /e/ 's/he', /a/ 'we(in/ex)', /o/ 'you(pl), and /ke/ 'they'. The 
underlying forms, then, would be as follows: 
 

(6) a) m + la + ifi ------> CD  ----> ['maifi] 
 b) m + lo + ifi-------> CD -----> ['moifi] 
 c) m + e + ifi -------> /m/ + /g/ ['gaifi] 
 d) m + a + ifi -------> /a/ VI1 -----> [a'maifi] 
 e) m + o + ifi -------> VI2 -----> [a'moifi] 
 f) m + ke + ifi ------> MT & VI--> [ke'gaifi] 
    /ifi/ 'sing' 

        (CD: Consonant Deletion; VI: Vowel Insertion; MT: Metathesis) 

The examples of (6a) and (6b) exhibit the process of consonant deletion functioning 
according to the Mekeo consonant strength hierarchy. And (6c) is an exceptional, while both 
(d) and (e) have a process of /a/ insertion. And the example (f) has a process of metathesis /a/, 
vowel insertion, and /m/ --> /g/ However, this explanation is only a possible assumption.  

A second way to postulate the 'Immediate Irrealis' morpheme to be /am/. 
 

(7) a) am + la + ifi ------> VD + CD ['maifi] 
 b) am + lo + ifi-------> VD + CD ['moifi] 
 c) am + e + ifi -------> (am + e) ['gaifi] 
 d) am + a + ifi ------->  -------- [a'maifi] 
 e) am + o + ifi ------->  -------- [a'moifi] 
 f) am + ke + ifi ------> (am + ke)  [ke'gaifi] 
    /ifi/ 'sing' 

 

In this hypothetical process, examples in (a) and (b) have the derivation process which 
has both vowel deletion and consonant deletion rules which follow the Mekeo consonant 
strength hierarchy. Nevertheless (c) and (f) are not possible to explain properly. Examples of 
(a) and (b) in the above examples in both (6) and (7) show that there is a consonant deletion 
rule which follow the consonant strength hierarchy. With these examples, the following 
Mekeo consonant strength hierarchy can be put this way:  
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velar nasal  liquid  nasal       fricative  

               stop 
                 1                2                       3                    4 
              -----------------------------------------------------------> 
                 g                   l                      m            f 
                  k 
 

Either analysis of these forms would require several ad-hoc rules to be formulated which 
would have to be constrained to only apply to these forms. Therefore the forms are best 
analyzed as being supletive..  
 

3.  Geminate Consonant Deletion (GCD) 
 
When two identical consonants are juxtaposed at morphome boundary, one of the geminate 
consonants is deleted.    
 

(8) c) ['agoi¯ijo] 'we(i/e) beg you(sg) [a'lagoi¯ijo] 'we(i/e) don't be 
you(sg)' 

 d) ['otsipula] 'you(pl) are in 
prison' 

[a'lotsipula] 'you(pl) are not in 
prison' 

 
(9)  a) ['laafipugu] 'I am tired' [a'laafipugu] 'I am not tired' 
 b) ['loau¯iau] 'you(sg) beat me' [a'loau¯iau] 'you(sg) don't beat me' 

All words in the first column are Realis forms and third column show Negative Realis 
forms. We have already shown, /la-/ is 'I', /lo-/ is you(sg), /a-/ is 'we(i/e), and /o-/ is 'you(pl)'.   
While example (8) shows that the Negative Marker /al-/ is added to the person markers 
without any phonological alteration, example (9) shows that when /al/ is added to a form 
beginning with /l/, one of the geminate consonants is deleted. The consonant deletion rule can 
be formulated as follows: 

Geminate Consonant Deletion Rule (GCD)  

              C α   + C α  -------> C α 

(A consonant is deleted when two identical consonants come together) 
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Sample derivations:  
 

 /f+ke+painao/ /f+al+ke+pagu
/ 

/al + lo + lao/ /f+al+lo+isafa
/ 

/f + e + feu/

GCD -------  alo+lao f+alo+isafa -------- 
CD ------- f+a+ke+pagu --------- ---------- -------- 
VI fe+ke+painao ---------      [fo+lo+isafa] -------- 
 [fe'kepainao] [fa'keagu] [a'lolao] [fo'loisafa] ['fefeu] 
 'they should 

steal' 
'they should 
not stay' 

'you(sg) are 
not going' 

'you(sg) shoul 
not be sick' 

's/he should 
sleep' 

 

4.  The Consonant /g/ 4 

Consider the following examples which are affixed with inalienable genitive suffixes.   
 

(10) a) [a'femu] 'your(sg) 
calf' 

[a'fe’i] 'their calf' [a'fe] 'his/her 
calf' 

 b) [fu'komu] 'your(sg) 
naval' 

[fu'ko’i] 'their naval' [fu'ko] 'his/her 
naval' 

 c) [i'famu] 'your(sg) 
blood' 

[i'fa’i] 'their blood' [i'fa] 'his/her 
blood' 

 

Given these examples, the following forms can be isolated:  /afe/ 'calf', /fuko/ 'naval', /ifa/ 
'blood, /-mu/ '2sg genitive marker', and /-’i/ '3pl genitive marker', and /-O/ '3sg genitive 

marker'. But now consider some further examples.  
 

(11)  a) ['maamu] 'your(sg) 
eyes' 

[maa’i] 'their eyes' [maaga] 'his/her 
eyes' 

 b) [ki'umu] 'your(sg) 
joint' 

[ki'u’i] 'their joint' [ki'uga] 'his/her 
joint' 

 
(12) a) [gu'mimu] 'your(sg) 

vein' 
[gu'miíi] 'their vein' [gu'mina] 'his/her 

vein' 
 b) [lo'pimu] 'your(sg) 

kidney' 
[lo'piíi] 'their 

kidney' 
[lo'pina] 'his/her 

vein' 
 

The above examples show that /-O/ is not the only ‘the third person singular genitive 

morpheme.’ There are two additional allomorphs, /-ga/  and /na/. This morpho-phonological 
process is very similar to the transitive object suffix affixation, since the fronted /-na/ form 
occurs following inalienable nouns ending in [i]. Therefore [-na] can be analyzed as a 
phonological variant of /-ga/, with a rule fronting /g/ to /n/ after /i/. Now compare these above 
forms with the following ones in (13), which are affixed with the post-positional marker /-ai/.   
 

                                                      
4 A.A. Jones' latest article, he calls this phoneme as a 'buffer consonant'. See “Nouns and Verbs of  'Visceral' 

Reaction: Encoding Antisocial Emotions In Mekeo,” in The Language Game, 1992. ed. by Tom Dutton, 
Malcolm Ross & Darrel Tryon. PL. C-110, pp. 191-201. 
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(13) a) [a'femuai] 'in your 
(sg)calf' 

[a'feíiai] 'with 
their calf' 

[a'fegai] 'with 
his/her calf' 

 b) [fu'komuai] 'on your 
(sg) naval' 

[fu'koíiai] 'on their 
naval' 

[fu'kogai] 'on her/his 
naval' 

 c) [i'famuai] 'with your 
(sg) blood' 

[i'faíiai] 'with 
their 
blood' 

[i'fagai] 'with 
his/her 
blood' 

 
(14) a) [lo'pimuai] 'in your(sg) 

kidney' 
[lo'piíiai] 'in their 

kidney' 
[lo'pinai] 'in his/her 

vein' 
 b) [ki'umuai] 'your(sg) 

joint' 
[ki'uíiai] 'their 

joint' 
[ki'ugai] 'his/her 

joint' 
 

All of the forms in (13) have the same stem as the examples in (10) and are affixed with /-
ai/ 'post-positional marker'. Comparing (10) with (13), we can see that some morpho-
phonological process is occurring. The best analysis seems to be that there are two 
grammatical conditioned allomorphs of the third singular genitive suffix: /-ga/ and /-g/. When 
/-g/ occurs word finally, it is deleted. But when some other morphological material follows, 
then it is preserved.  

C ------> -high     / V  
 +nasal   -back       +high 
 +high       -back 
 +back 
 
            -------> /O/  + _____ ## word finally.   


